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Foolish Faith: John as Noah
Dramatic Intertextuality in the Miller's Tale
Abstract
Chaucer alludes to the Noah of medieval flood plays in
the Miller's Tale in order that Noah's character might
reflect negatively on the character and actions of John.
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In the spring of 1994 t I had the opportunity to work
with a group of five students as part of a course t IIMedieval.
Origins of British Drama. III Under the direction of
Professor Peter G. Beidlen~~ developed a collaborative
project about Chaucer's use of dramatic characters in the
Miller's Tale. We found that it has been long known that
Chaucer was familiar with medieval drama. We l~arnedt also t
that the Miller's Tale has obvious connections to medieval
drama through the characters' references to the Noah storYt
the reference to the Miller's "Pilates voice t ll and the
description of Absolon playing the rore of Herod.
Our thesis differs from that of other scholars who see
connections between the Miller's Tale and medieval drama.
Most scholars have generally concluded that Chaucer's tale
is a parody of medieval religious drama. 2 As a groupt
however t we decided that Chaucer alludes to the characters
.
in medieval religious drama so that they might act as
character foils to their counterparts in the Miller's Tale.
Chaucer wanted his listeners to consider the characters in
the dramatic pieces as foils to the characters in his tales t
and wanted to use foiling to demonstrate that the characters
in the Miller's Tale are in some way inferior to their
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intertextual conterparts in the drama. 3 My task in Lhis
paper is to look carefully at the ways Chaucer uses John as
a foil for Noah, and the ways he causes this comparison to
reflect negatively on the motivations, actions, and
attitudes of John. It is"no accident that Chaucer men~i~ns
Noah eight times in the Miller's Tale. The parallels
between John and Noah are obvious: John is a carpenter, he
hears a flood prophecy, and he believes he is called to
build wooden vessels. Chaucer makes those parallels between
John and Noah in order to cast John in a negative light as a
foolish and proud man. By looking closely at the dramatic
tradition of Noah's Flood, specifically the Chester and
Wakefield cycles, we can both study a text with which
Chaucer is likely to have been familiar and explore possible
reasons for Chaucer's references. To show that the
parallels between John and Noah are constructed in order to
portray John in a negative light, I will discuss the
character of the dramatic Noah (rather than the scriptural
man), the reduction of time, size, and quantity in the flood
events of the Miller's Tale, John's pride, and the prophecy
he takes as authority.
We should recall the events and characters described in
the Noah's flood plays in order to draw clearer comparisons.
In these plays, we learn a lot about the character of Noah,
and especially about his goodness and worthiness for the
task to which God has called him. God explains to Noah that
3
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he must destroy the earth because his people are sinning.
He tells Noah that only he is worthy enough to be spared
from the flood and that because of Noah's goodness his whole
family (seven members in all) will also be saved. Noah's
faith in God is strong and he declares that he will fulfill
his Lord'~ bidding.
Noah's worthiness is also shown in his family's
readiness to help him build the ark. His three sons and
their wives set to their task immediately, and Noah is
interrupted only by his wife's announcement that she will
not be getting on the ark. This declaration by Noah's wife
does not hinder his plans to follow God's wishes. In the
Chester cycle, Noah simply has one of his sons force her
onto the ark, while in the Wakefield cycle Noah himself
beats her until she is too exhausted to protest.
When the flood recedes, God is pleased with Noah. He
praises Noah for being so trustworthy, and he declares that
as a result of Noah's actions the earth wili flourish. The
emphasis is again on Noah's goodness and worthiness in
completing God's task. God promises Noah that He will never
destroy the people by flood again and sends a rainbow as a
sign of this covenant.
The connections between the dramatic version of the
flood story and the Miller's Tale are numerous. We should
recall that the carpenter, John, is married to a young wife
Alisoun, who has schemed with her lover Nicholas to trick
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her husband. Nicholas pretends he has seen a ~i~ion and
sighs, "Allas! / Shal al the world be lost?" (3488-89).
This is the first indication that Nicholas plans to trick
John with the threat of another great flood. Nicholas
essentially takes on the role of God here, and convinces
John of the impending disaster. He says that next Monday,
"Shal falle a reyn, and that so wilde and wood, / That half
so greet was nevere Noes flood" (3517-18). John learns
that in less than an hour all of the earth will be immersed.
Nicholas anticipates the carpenter's anxious worry for his
wife's safety and quickly tells John a plan for their
survival.
We should remember also that Nicholas questions John
before he reveals the prophecy as to whether he is familiar
with the story of Noah:
Hastow nat herd hou saved was Noe,
Whan that Oure Lord hadde warned hym biforn
That al the world with water sholde be lorn?
(3534-36)
We should realize that if John accepts Nicholas' tale, he
also accepts the whole comparison of his own worthiness to
Noah's. It effectively makes John seem both foolish and
full of pride since we know that Noah wants.to help God save
the world, while John wants the chance to save himself and
his wife.
As this plan unfolds we see various similarities that
highlight John's gullibility and foolishness. Chaucer
emphasizes the reduction in time, size of vessel, and number
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of people constructing and entering the vesser. This
reduction effectively portrays John as a foolish man who
should not believe that he has been chosen by God as one of
'the three people most worthy to survive the world's second
great flood.
We see these reductions in a few key'pieces of
information given in both the Miller's Tale and the Noah's
Flood plays. First, John must act immediately to save his
wife, his boarder, and himself from the flood. In contrast
to Noah's 120 years of preparation, John is told that his
task must be performed hastily. Secondly, in size, John's
ark is not to follow the ark measurements of 300 by 50
cubits, but rather will be merely three small tubs. Noah's
ark is so huge that it will contain small chambers within
it. These three chambers compare with the three tubs
hanging in the roof that John must construct. So in
essence, he is building a small, or reduced, part of the
ark. John's vessels have room only for his wife and his
boarder--which is also an extreme reduction from the ark's
capacity to hold Noah, his wife, their three sons and their
wives, and animals of all shapes and sizes. Additionally,
~
John must build alone, while Noah has the help of six other
workers.
This reduction of time, size, and number of people
would cause Chaucer's audience to question John's character.
Instead of being a good man chosen to build a huge ark to
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save God's people and creatures, John is reduced to
smallness. He has thoughts only for the safety of himself
and his beautiful young wife, and must rush to complete
their crude vessel. In his pride he thinks that he is
worthy enough to be chosen as one of three surviv.ors in the
earth's flood.
Chaucer also extends the reduction of John's role to
his language. John speaks only a few words after Nicholas
begins his flood prophecy. The first speech begins as a gut
reaction, "Allas, my wyf!" (3522), and ends by asking if
there is any remedy for their situation. Next, John is
simply given words to reply affirmatively that he is
familiar with Noah's story. His final reaction of the play
is even wordless: "He sit hym up withouten wordes mo"
(3819). John's lack of speech seems a clear reduction from
the extended speeches of Noah in the flood plays. Thus, in
the Flood plays Noah and God are the primary speakers, while
in the Miller's Tale John is reduced to a peripheral role
and action takes place around him. John thus becomes a mere
supporting actor in Chaucer's drama.
In addition to these reductions, the issue of authority
is also important for John's character. Chaucer wants his
audience to be reminded of Noah's faith in order to make
John's faith appear ridiculous. Instead of being called by
God and directly experiencing his commands, John is "chosen"
by a boarder who declares he has seen a vision of doom.
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Chaucer wants us to notice the difference between the source
of John's authority and the origin of Noah's authority.
Blind faith in Nicholas is foolish, then, because we know it
is based on John's pride and the overwhelming desire to save
his wife as well as himself. Essentially, John is foolish
to think that he, above the rest of the world, would receive
a prophecy that originates from God.
Faith, or trust, is also an issue for Noah's and John's
relationship with their wives. We know that Noah has a
stubborn wife who greatly frustrates him, but we also know
she doesn't keep him from completing his goal. John, on the
other hand, has married a young wife of whom he is over-
protective, but he is still unable to keep her faithful to
him. In essence, John is both tricked and cuckolded because
his pride doesn't allow him to recognize his own inability
to control his wife's actions and desires.
Through John's absurd'acceptance of the role of the
next Noah, as well as his blind faith in the prophecy of
Nicholas, we can see that the clear parallels between these
two characters serve to portray John negatively. John's
inability to control his wife and others around him
emphasizes his distance from the worthiness of Noah. By
using parallels and reducing quantities between the dramatic
tale and the Miller's Tale, Chaucer portrays John as a
character who is both foolish and proud. It seems obvious
that comparisons with the dramatic Noah suggest that Chaucer
8
did not want his audience to love or respect John for his
foolish ways. In this manner, the intertextuality between
the Flood play and the Miller's Tale helps to shape John as




1. The original version of this paper was presented in New
Hamphsire at the Plymouth State Medieval Forum on April 22,
1994. The title of the siession was "Dramatic
Intertextuality in the Miller's Tale: Chaucer's Use of
Characters from Medieval Drama as Foils for. John, Alisoun,
Nicholas, and Absolon." The six speakers presented papers
in the following order: Jennifer McNamara Bailey, "Foolish
Faith: John as Noah; II Christine Lynch, "Strength in
Manipulation: Alisoun as Noah's Wife; II Elaine Glanz,
"Madonna as Mistress: Alisoun as Mary; II Anne M. Dickson,
"Mirror of Ignorance: John as Joseph; II Tracey A. Cummings,
"Upon a Scaffold Hye: Absolon as Herod; II Elizabeth M.
Biebel, "From Saint to Sinner: Nicholas as St. Nicholas."
These papers will appear in volume 3 of the Chaucer
Yearbook in 1996.
2. For the most important studies of the relationship of
the Miller's Tale with medieval plays, see the following
(listed in chronological order): Kelsey B. Harder,
"Chaucer's Use of the Mystery Plays in the Miller's Tale, II
Modern Language Ouarterly 17 (1956): 193-98; Beryl B.
Rowland, liThe Play of the Miller's Tale: A Game within a
Game," Criaucer Review 5 (1970): 140-46, and "Chaucer's
Blasphemous Churl: A New Interpretation of the Miller's
~," in Beryl Roland, ed., Chaucer and Middle English
Studies in Honour of Rossell Hope Robbins, Kent: Kent State
University Press, (1974), pp. 43-55; Thomas W. Ross, "Notes
on Chaucer's Miller's Tale, English Language Notes 13
(1976): 256-58; V.A. Kolve, Chaucer and the Imagery of
Narrative: The First Five Canterbury Tales, Stanford:
Stanford University Press, (1984), pp. 138-216; Sandra
Pierson Prior, "parodying Typology and the Mystery Plays in
the Miller's Tale," Journal of Medieval and Renaissance
Studies 16 (1986): 57-73.
3. Melvin Storm is one of the few critics who attempts to
distinguish between "parody" and the kind of
characterization we are speaking of: "Parody in the
Miller's Tale does not function, as parody so commonly
does--and as Chaucer himself employs it in Sir Thopas, for
example--as critique of its original. Instead, rather as
the mock heroic sets into high relief the triviality of its
subject through unflattering juxtaposition with the heroic
model, the Miller's Tale parody operates in reprehension of
its own characters," pp. 292-93 in liThe Miller, the Virgin,
and the Wife of Bath," Neophilologus 75 (1991). Storm,
however, has almost nothing to say about Chaucer's use of
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biblical drama in the tale.
The possible relationships of some of the characters
in the Miller's Tale to biblical scenes and characters have
been discussed by other scholars. Listed in chronological
order are the articles that are of some interest to the
relationship of Noah to the Miller's Tale: Anna Jean Mill,
"Noah's Wife Again," .EMLA 56 (1941): 613-26; Paul N.
Siegel, "Comic Irony in The Miller's Tale," Boston
Universiy Studies in Enlgish 4 (1960): 114-20; W. F.
Bolton, "The Miller's Tale: An Interpretation," Mediaeval
Studies 24 (1962): 83-94; R. E. Kaske, "The Canticum
Canticorum in the Miller's Tale," Studies in Philology 59
(1962): 479-500; M. F. Vaughan, "Chaucer's Imaginative One-
Day Flood," Philolo~ical Ouarterly 60 (1980): 117-22; Diana
Whaley, "Nowelis Flood and Other Nowels," in Ingrid Tieken-
Boon van Ostade and John Frankis, eds., Language Usage and
Description: Studies Presented to N. E. Osselton on the
Occasion of His Retirement (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1991), pp.
5-16; John B. Friedman, "Nicholas's ~Angelus ad Virginem'
and the Mocking of Noah," Yearbook of English 'Studies 22
(1992): 162-80.
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Queenly Power: The Wife's Ch~ce of Queens
in the Wife of Bath's Tale
Abstract
The Wife of Bath chooses Arthur's queen as the quest-
giver in her tale in order that Guenevere's power might
reflect the Wife's desire for sovereignty.
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Scholars have long known that the Wife of Bath's Tale
reflects some conventions of Arthurian tradition. In this
tale an errant knight goes on a year-long quest required by
Arthur's queen, and returns with the answer to what women
want most. Critics often look at the presence of certain
aspects of Arthurian romance in her tale, without
specifically focusing on the role of the queen as emblematic
of the achievement of power within social cons~raints and
expectations. Martin writes that the queen is not named in
the tale, "perhaps because Chaucer wished his audience not
to make that inference."l Quinn explains that Chaucer wrote
an Arthurian romance and then later decided that the Wife
should tell it as her tale. 2 Other critics such as Magee,
Hahn, and Wilson and Makowski do not read the Wife as a.
strong feminist character and therefore do not find much
relevance in discussing the role of the queen in her tale. 3
An issue that has been ignored is: why does the Wife choose
Guenevere as the person who sets the quest in motion by
providing a question which the knight must answer? In
addressing that question L will suggest that the queen's
role in the tale is an important reflection of the teller
through the queen's depiction in the tale as well as the
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tradition she reflects. While Arthur's queen may evoke
connotations of sexual freedom, she also evokes power: the
power she holds in this tale and the power she represents
through tradition. To explore the importance of the queen's
role I will examine the character of Arthur's queen, whose
name by tradition is Guenevere, through Arthurian legend as
well as look specifically at her role in the Wife of B~thrs
tale. I will assume that the Arthurian queen in this tale
should be directly associated with both the name Guenevere
and the legends that name invokes.
To understand the importance of Guenevere's role in the
Wife's tale and her reflection of the teller's desire for
power we should note what Chaucer, through the Wife's tale,
has done with the tradition of Guenevere. There are three
major analogues to the Wife of Bath's Tale and we m~st note
the identity of the quest-giver in each of these tales. 4
These analogues are Gower's Tale of Florent and two
anonymous texts, The Marriage of Sir Gawaine and Weddynge of
Sir Gawen and Dame Ragnell. 5 In all three tales someone
must go in search of the answer to the question of what"
women desire. In~ of them is Arthur's queen the quest-
giver. In Gower's Tale of Florent the quest is given by a
woman, but this woman wants to provide a legitimate excuse
for executing the knight. In The Marriage of Sir Gawaine
and Wedqynge of Sir Gawen and Dame Ragnell, Guenevere is
present, but plays only a figure in the background, and does
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not send the knight on his quest. Yet, the similarities
between these three analogues and the tale are strong
because they are the only three texts that include a loathly
lady transformed by love and a man whose life depends on
answering a question. It is quite obvious, then, that there
is a specific purpose for the Wife's choice of Guenevere to
play this role.
By placing the queen in a position that she has not
held in other versions of the tale, the Wife of Bath gives
her a powerful role and modifies the tradition. 6 Using
Guenevere in this powerful position stems from the Wife's
other motivations as well. We know from her prologue that
the Wife has been bombarded by negative examples of the
misuse of power by women through Jankyn's book of "wykked
wyves .. " Although she tells the story of Jankyn and his book
in h~r own words for the audience of her tale, we know that
she does not present a woman to her husband who is a
.positive example of the way·women can wield power within a
society. Using Guenevere, however, gives the Wife this
opportunity. By making this powerful woman the wife of King
Arthur, the Wife can invoke images of both Guenevere's
character and Arthurian tradition.
If we look briefly at depictions of Guenevere that the
Wife's audience would have been familiar with, we can
understand the power with which Guenevere would have been
associated. Chretien de Troyes, the French writer of the
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twelfth century, was the first to create a vivid depiction
of GueBevere as a woman defined by qualities other than
simply being the wife of King Arthur.? Chretien's readers
would have associated Arthur's wife with an image of a
powerful woman who seeks and gains fulfillment in love from
the most powerful knight. In Chretien's Knight of the Cart
Guenevere is a woman who desires power and control over her
husband, her knightly lover, and her own emotions. She
calculates, plans, ~nd causes events to take place.
Chaucer's contemporaries would also have been familiar
with widely circulating oral tales and legends of Guenevere.
Sir Thomas Malory used these tales from the fourteenth
century as his source for a written text of Arthurian
legends in the beginning of the next century.s Malory's
Guenevere desires to hav~ power over a great body of men
called the "Queen's Knights." Guenevere, from Malory's
texts, is an aggressive queen who gets what she wants. She
is powerful enough, and sufficiently crafty, to fool her
husband, make love to Launcelot, and keep the respect and
admiration of the whole kingdom. By looking at Malory's
later text, we can assume that Chaucer's audience would have
been familiar with his oral sources which depict a powerful
Guenevere, and would be likely to associate those qualities
with Arthur's queen in the Wife's tale.
Thus, an examination of the Guenevere of Chretien de
Troyes and Malory is crucial because these writers depict
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the woman with whom Chaucer's audience would associate any
reference to Arthur~s queen. The audience would have
immediately associated Arthur's wife with a strong and
powerful, yet loved and revered woman. Through Guenevere,
the Wife shows the power women can maintain within society
and thus legitimizes the claims she makes about her own
desire for power. The Guenevere of tradition has achieved
the sovereignty over men that the Wife desires.
By looking at the fact that the Wife gives Guenevere a
powerful role, in the context of three analogues in which
she is hardly present, we can understand the Wife's purpose
for making Guenevere an important figure in her tale. By
choosing her queen as Arthur's wife she evokes the Arthurian
characterization of Guenevere, and by depicting her role as
J
a quest-giver and judge, the Wife seems to capture some
power for women. Guenevere is, then, the Wife of Bath's
example of a woman's desire to attain and hold power. We
must look closely at The Wife of Bath's Tale in order to
examine the ways that the Wife associates her queen with.
power.
The Wife's tale follows a long prologue in which she
explores some of her values and analyzes her relationshi~s
with her five husbands. She begins her tale by evoking an
Arthurian setting: "In th'olde dayes of the Kyng Arthour, /
Of which that Britons speken greet honour" (857-58).9 For a
few lines, her tale seems to follow some common Arthurian
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themes. The knight she introduces, however, begins by
raping a maiden:
Hesaugh a mayde walkynge hym biforn,
Of which mayde anon, maugree hir heed,
By verray force, he rafte hire maydenhed.
(886-88)
After Arthur condems the knight to die, Guenevere becomes a
primary figure.
Guenevere's influence is strong enough that she can
convince her husband to place the fate of the knight in her
hands. This is the first evidence of Guenevere's power in
the tale. Although Arthur has already made a decision that
the knight is to be killed for his actions, Guenevere's
beseeching words are influential enough to make him reverse
his decision. We know that it is the law that the knight
must die for his crime, and thus the queen's influence in
making Arthur ignore the law becomes even more powerful. We
read:
Paraventure swich was the statut tho--
But that the queene and other ladyes mo
So longe preyeden the kyng of grace
Til he his lyf hym graunted in the place.
(893-96)
We can see that although the law decreed that the knight
must die, the queen and her ladies' pleas are stronger than
the law. 1o Through this incident it becomes apparent that
Guenevere has power both over her husband and over the law.
We see, too, that the queen has absolute power over the
knight. When he is released from his death sentence, he is
completely indebted to the queen for his life. Not only
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does she save his life once, but she also has the power to
end his life whenever she chooses: "And yaf hym to the
queene, al at hir wille, / To chese wheither she wolde hym
save or spille" (897-98). Not only is the knight indebted
to her for the initial plea for his life, but each day that
he lives she has the power to ask for his death. The queen
even tells the knight of the peril of his situation: "~Thou
standest yet, I quod she, ~in swich array / That of thy lyf
yet hastow go suretee'" (902-03).
The queen not only has the power to decide whether the
knight will live or die, but she also has the power to send
the knight on a year-long quest. Thus, by acting as the
ques~-giver, the queen helps to set the action of the tale
in motion. She tells the knight: "I grante thee lyf if
thou kanst tellen me / What thyng is it that wommen moost
desiren" (904-05). She gives him one year to answer the
question but again reminds him that if he fails to return
with the correct answer he will have to yield his body to
her. She reminds him that he is totally in her power and
that at her will he will either live or die. 11
Even the answer to the question--that women want
sovereignty over men more than anything else--is another
link between the Wife and her use of Guenevere. The Wife
not only has the knight learn that women desire sovereignty,
but she also represents that sovereignty through a
character, whom we know as Guenevere, in her tale. We know
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that the knight is sent to find the answer that he
ultimately gives, but it is necessary to note that the Wife
chooses to represent this ideal of sovereignty through the
selection and depiction of Guenevere as quest-giver from the
very beginning of her tale.
Although the queen's role as a speaker in the tale
concludes as the knight leaves on his quest, Guenevere's
question causes the action of the tale to continue. The
queen does not remain an active participant in the events of
the quest, but her power is still evident through her threat
of death which drives the knight to try to complete her
task. If she had no power over him he would simply not fear
her death threat and not attempt to complete his task.
Even Guenevere's judgment of the knight's answer aligns
her with the image of power. When he returns from the quest
she awaits his answer: "The queene hirself sittynge as
justise, / his answere for to heere" (1028-29).
She sits as a judge, a truly powerful role, and is in the
position to pronounce judgment on the knight. She sits as
the sale authority, and Arthur has nothing to do with her
decisions. The court itself is full of wives, widows, and
maidens who are waiting to hear the answer of the knight and
the decision of this judge. Power is ascribed to Guenevere
and the gathered women as they alone sit in judgment.
The knight's answer has everything to do with women's
power, and especially the power of the queen. Guenevere
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waits for the "correct" answer and we know that only one
answer will be acceptable:
'Wommen desiren to have sovereynetee
As well over hir housbond as hir love
And for to been in maistri~ hym above. I
(1038,-40)
The knight's correct answer asserts the power the queen 'has
been using throughout the tale as she assumes the position
of authority generally reserved for Arthur.
Guenevere's role in this tale, then, is undeniably one
of power. She acts as quest-giver and judge, and she
reveals her influence over Arthur and her ability to make
him ignore the law. ' How, then, does the queen reflect on
the teller? The crucial link here is that the Wife of
Bath's greatest desire, too, is power. Interestingly,
Guenevere represents the way power can be used while she
remains accepted by her society. Instead of demanding
authority from Arthur and thus revolting openly against the
traditional patriarchy of her society, she beseeches him and
then thanks him for listening to her plea. Similarly,
Guenevere does not sermonize to the knight about women's
desire for power, but sends him out to learn that answer
while she retains a threatening hold on his life.
The Wife, we know, also desires power over men. She,
too, struggles with the constraints placed on her role
because she is a woman. 12 The Wife makes a case for the
power of women in her prologue to this tale. She believes
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in the power of wives over their husbands within marriage,
and sees it as a challenge to achieve that power. About
husbands she says, "I have the power durynge all my lyf /
Upon his propre body, and noght he" (158-59). In this
statement she takes Christ's words about surrendering one's
body to one's spouse and twists them into a means for her to
justify power over her husband. Later in her prologue she
also declares:
Oon of us two moste bowen, doutelees;
And sith a man is moore resonable
Than womman is, ye moste been suffrable
(440-42) .
The Wife, in her cunning way, praises men for being so
rational while she is in the process of undermining their
power.
Barbara Gottfried discusses this crucial issue of
finding power within constraint. She writes:
Thus, in speaking, the Wife of Bath attempts to
overcome, and is yet caught in, the double bind of
endeavoring to give voice to distinctively female
experience in the face of authority and audience whose
values and expectations are overwhelmingly male. 13
Gottfield discusses the wife '.s dual relationships to
patriarchal society and the authority of its misogynist
literature. I would assert that this argument can be taken
one step further and applied to the tale. Guenevere is the
Wife's means of bridging these dual expectations, for
Guenevere ,remains both accepted within patriarchal society
and admired by the Wife for her power.
The Wi~e desperately wants to hold power within her
22
social realm, and Guenevere exemplifies the ways a woman can
be powerful within the society in which she lives. The
identity and the role of the queen in The Wife of Bath's
~ are important for their reflection on the Wife's
desires and on Chaucer's purpose in assigning this tale to
.
her. Chaucer makes Guenevere, a powerful woman by
tradition, the quest-giver in a traditional tale which does
not assign her an important or active role. This use of a
powerful legendary figure combined with the modifiction of
the source tales points directly at Chaucer's connection
between the power that Guenevere represents and the power
that the Wife of Bath desires.
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NOTES
1. Priscilla Martin does not focus on the identity of the
queen in Chaucer's Women (Iowa City: University of Iowa
Press, 1990). She instead briefly discusses the role of
the queen as one who intercedes for the knight and wants to
re-educate him.
2. Esther Quinn, "Chaucer's Arthurian Romance," Chaucer
Review 18(1984): 211-20, explains that wh~n Chaucer
decided to make the Wife the teller he interspersed the
tale with her comments and other interruptions to make it
appear more believable as her tale. She adds that this
tale is an ironic Arthurian romance which we must view in
relation to other romances in order to appreciate its full
impact. Quinn believes that Sir Gawain and the Green
Knight and Marie de France's Lanval may have influenced
Chaucer's tale.
3. Patricia Anne Magee explains in "The Wife of Bath and
the Problem of Mastery," Massachusetts Studies in English 3
(1971): 40-45, that although the Wife thinks she is a
feminist she cannot be one because she is inconsistent in
her desire for mastery: "I contend that the whole question
of female mastery for its own sake is really unimportant to
the Wife of Bath" (41).
Katharina Wilson and Elizabeth Makowski write in
Wykked Wyves and the Woes of Marriage (Albany: State
University of New York Press, 1990), 151-61, that the
wife's struggle for mastery is the "target for scorn" and
that sh~ is the "butt of satire" in her own tale.
Thomas Hahn, "Teaching the Resistant Woman: The Wife
of Bath and the Academy," Exemplaria 4 (1992): 431-40, does
not want to analyze the psychological feelings or
intentions of the Wife. He wants to "see the wife as a
discursive site--a 'text' or form of conduct and
communication--that bears upon the lives of women and men"
(434) .
4. Douglas J. Wurtele, "Chaucer's Wife of Bath and Her
Distorted Arthurian Motifs," Arthurian Interpretations 2
(1987): 47-61, looks at the development of the legend and
the narrative devices found in the three analogues. He
briefly summarizes these analogues in his article and shows
how the Wife of Bath's Tale has the "opposite effect" to
the analogues. He notes the changes the Wife has made in
her tale and discusses to what end she has contrived those
changes. Wurtele believes that the Wife wants to portray a
realistic view of men, but one that enables her to "take
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vicarious revenge on [the knight] for all the pain and
ignominy she has had to suffer from men." . He concludes
that'she strikes back at men by distorting the Arthurian
tradition through her version of the shrewd loathly lady
and her contradiction of the praise traditionally lavished
on men.
Peter G. Beidler, in IITransformations in Gower's~
of Florent a_ndm_Chat.l.Q~r's Wife of Bath's Tale," in Chaucer
and Gower: Difference, Mutuality, Exchange ·(Victoria:
University of Victoria, 1991, 100-14), focuses on Gower's
tale as a "poem with its own unique logic and narrative
beauty" (100) and shows how the purposes of that tale are
different from those of Chaucer's tale.
5. Bartlett J. Whiting makes this claim in Sources ana
Analogues of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, ed. W. F. Bryan and
Germaine Dempster (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1941) .
6. H. Marshall Leicester, "Of a Fire in the Dark: Public
and Private Feminism in The Wife of Bath's Tale," Women's
Studies 11 (1984): 157-78, believes that the Wife has a
"public feminist agenda" in telling her tale (162) and
explains that we can assume "the Wife knows before she
begins the story what she intends to do with it, and that
she has already decided on the changes in the plot of the
traditional version that will produce the polemical
feminist moral she draws at the end ll (159). He believes
that the Wife knows the traditional version of her tale and
deliberately alters it "in a way that makes the feminist
message more pointed and polemical ll (160).
7 . See Chre t i en de Troyes 4 ""'L""a""'n""'c""'e"""l....,o"'-t.........: _-=T.....h..",e,---"K"",n"",l",-:'g~h"-"-'oct--,-o,"",f,---,t""h~e
~, Trans. Deborah Webster Rogers, (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1984).
8. The exact dates are not known, nor is Malory's
authorship confirmed, but the author of these texts drew on
Chretien as well as many of the Arthurian legend currently
circulating--legends with which Chaucer's audience
certainly could have been familiar. See The Works of Sir
Thomas Malory, Ed. Eugene Vinaver (London: Oxford U Press,
1954) .
9. All quotations are taken from Larry D. Benson, ed., Tha
Riyerside Chaucer (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1987).
10. Robert J. Blanch, lI'Al was this land fulfild of
fayereye': The Thematic Employment of Force, Wilfulness,
and Legal Conventions in Chaucer's Wife of Bathls Tale," .
Studia Neophilogica 57 (1985): 41-51, explains that Arthur
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should submit to the law as his kingly duty and execute the
knight. He explains that Guenevere's pleas for the
knight's life, which are not in accordance with-the law,
are an attempt to assume Arthur's powers. He writes, "the
queen's usurpation of regal powers--an inversion of the
natural order--involves a willful destruction of
hierarchical design, for hierarchic relations of lordship
and subjection were, in God's plan, the principle that gave
order to multiplicity throughout the universe!' (44). Thus,
Blanch explains, that "divine authority" maintains that
Arthur should ~ ignore the law, or his power as the king,
and Guenevere should also submit to Arthur's will.
11. Wim Tigges, "-Lat the Womman Telle Hire Tale': A
Reading of the Wife of Bath's Tale," English Studies 73
(1992): 97-103, sees that "it is appropriate that a woman
in authority sets the punishment for an offence against a
female subject" (100).
12. Peggy Knapp, "Alisoun of Bathe and the Reappropriation
of Tradition," Chaucer Review 24 (1989): 42-52, sees the
structure of the prologue and tale as following, the,same
pattern. She explains that what the Wife does in the
endings of both of them is "to image a reconciliation which
awards women justification and a degree of self-definition
without injuring men" (51). She also explains that the
Wife presents "a ~ female type, as well as a ,traditional
one, a type very likely to be seen as threatening. Had
Chaucer imagined (and this is unlikely, if not impossible)
a totally new role for his wife through her struggle, he
might have defeated the -feminist' reception of his
portrait" (51). I would assert further that the presence
of Guenevere in the tale is ev~dence for the way women can
live within society's conventions while still asserting
power.
13. Barbara Gottfried, "Conflict and Relationship,
Sovereignty and Survival: Parables of Power in the Wife of
Bath's Prologue," Chaucer Review 19 (1985): 202.
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Silencing the Threat:
Confession and Punishment in Lady Audley's Secret
Abstract
Mary Elizabeth Braddon's novel, Lady Audleyi s Secret,
explores the role of punishment and confession in
maintaining society's status quo. I assert that Lady
Audley's punishment more appropriately fits patriarchy's
goal of maintaining power than the crimes she commits.
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Mary Elizabeth Braddon's Lady Audley, a woman accused
of bigamy, attempted murder and arson, is ordered to spend
the rest of her life in an asylum for the insane. Robert
Audley, her misogynist nephew, prescribes the punishment:
"'I would rather, if possible, think her mad; I should be
glad to find that excuse for her. ,,,I He believes he must
avoid a judicial hearing for his "aunt":
It was something worse than a Chancery suit that he
dreaded with a horrible fear. It was a trial for
murder that had so long haunted his dreams. How often
he had awoke, in an agony of shame, from a vision of a
crowded court-house, and his uncle's wife in a criminal
dock, hemmed in on every side by a sea of eager faces. 2
Robert Audley's fear and his subsequent punishment of Lady
Audley are two of the most troubling issues of this novel.
Robert Audley fears exposure of Lady Audley's crimes and is
eager to silence her rather than make her a spectacle or
example of illegal actions. He must find a means by which
he can legitimately remove her from society. In many ways
his intentions for punishment are in opposition to what
Michel Foucault had identified as the two standards of
punishment: as spectacle or as discipline of the body.
Foucault provides a crucial resource for this
discussion of the purpose and suitability of Lady Audley's
punishment. In Discipline and Punish, he explores the role
of punishment in Western society from the mid-eighteenth
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through the mid-nineteenth centuries and examines the change
in the history of punishment from an emphasis on spectacle
to the development of carceral discipline. 3 One of the four
general rules that Foucault sets out for his study is to:
Analyze punitive methods not simply as consequences of
legislation or as indicators of social structures, but
as techniques possessing their own specificity in the
more general field of other ways of exercising power.
Regard punishment as a political tactic. 4
In the realm of the novel, Mary Elizabeth Braddon also
addresses such political or topical issues in her novels and
often satirizes Victorian social life. s 'In Lady Audley's
Secret she does not attempt to trace the change in types of
punishmenti however, she represents the ways punishment can
be manipulated in order to maintain the standards of
patriarchy.
As D.A. Miller, Jill L. Matus, and Elaine Showalter
have argued, Lady Audley poses a threat to patriarchy. She
deserts her roles of mother, daughter, and wife, roles that
specifically provide stability to society. She changes her
identity from Mrs. Helen Talboys to Miss Lucy Graham, and
thus refuses to be linked to her father or her husband. She
illicitly marries a second husband who is a prominent,
distinguished gentleman, while she remains married to her
first husband, and thus commits a crime against the state.
Finally, she attempts to murder her real husband and to kill
Robert Audley and Luke Marks, who threaten her new life, by
means of arson. All of these acts, even her very ability to
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plan and attempt them, threaten the stability of patriarchy.
D.A. Miller, in The Noyel and the Police, concludes
that Lady Audley is dangerous to patriarchy because she
publicly attempts to spoil "her assigned role as the conduit
of power transactions against men." 6 Jill L. Matus also
explains that through Lady Audley's actions she "threatens
to violate class boundaries and exclusions, and to get away
with appropriating social power beyond her entitlement. II?
Matus further explores the implications of the manner in
which Lady Audley moves from a position of powerlessness to
one of influence. She believes that Lady Audley1s ascension
from governess to the lady of a household, by means of
deceiving all levels of society, positions her as a threat
to,its existing structure. Elaine Showalter argues that
Lady Audley's success in raising her class and status "shows
that a determined wom.an can liberate herself. liB
The changing of her name and the desertion of her
child, father, and previous marriage reveal a determined
woman who will break with convention to find a new life of
wealth and success outside of her previous roles. Her
violence against George and Robert reveals further that she
will commit crimes against individuals and society to
protect her created life. Once Lady Audley reveals the full
history of her actions in her confession to Robert r she
becomes a threat to society. Robert and Sir Michael realize
that word of her actions would taint the Audley name with
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scandal. Robert must decide "what must be done in this
sudden crisis. 119 Robert, as detective, becomes the
representative figure and agent of patriarchy's desire to
remove this possibility of scandal.
Robert Audley"'s attitude toward women is·emphasized
throughout the novel:
Look at this business of poor George's! It's all
women's work from one end to the other. . he breaks
his heart, worth a million of the treacherous lumps of
self-interest and mercenary calculation which beats in
women I s breasts. 10
Both Robert and his uncle, Sir Michael, represent masculine
control and order from the initial moments of the novel.
When Sir Michael proposes marriage to Lucy, the narrator
tells us of his paternalistic concept of their relationship:
His hope was that. he, being the first one to
woo her, might, by tender attentions, by generous
watchfulness, by a love which should recall to her the
father she had lost, and by a protecting care that
should make him necessary to her, win her young
heart. ll
Likewise, the description of Robert allows us to glimpse his
view ~f the proper structure of the family and society:
If I ever marry, and have daughters (which remote
contingency may Heaven forfend!) they shall be educated
in Paper Buildings, take their sole exercise in the
Temple Gardens, and they shall never go beyond the
gates till they are marriageable, when I will walk them
straight across Fleet Street to St. Dunstan's Church,
and deliver them into the hands of their husbands. 12
Later, when Robert feels the influe~ce of Clara on his
thoughts and actions, he releases a huge tirade against the
control women attempt to achieve and the manipulation he
believes they continually perform: "I hate women. They're
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bold, brazen, abominable creatures, invented for the
annoyance and destruction of their superiors. ,,13 Both Sir
Michael and Robert believe that female submission is crucial
to the maintenance of society's patriarchal structure.
Their judgment of Lady Audley's behavior is affected by
these beliefs.
Robert, however, does not use his anger at women as a
reason to punish Qr discipline Lady AudleYi he simply finds
a means of silencing her. The sentence more appropriately
fits the need to preserve patriarchy than it does the
actions of the alleged criminal. We must examine the role
of punishment, then., in terms of Robert I s motives. In
Chapter 36 he believes that Lady Audley may be guilty of,
murder, and he is aware of the fact that she should be
punished for her role as arsonist and bigamist. His
"-greatest desire, which he implies to Dr. Mosgrave, is to
remove her threat to the family name and thus to patriarchy
as a whole.
As a young barrister, Robert Audley knows that legal
punishment of Lady Audley would involve putting her on trial
in front of a judge and jury. The prescribed sentence would
include either time in jailor possible execution (since at
the potential point of trial it seems that she has murdered
George Talboys). Instead of following this procedure of
justice, Robert chooses to keep the police on the periphery,
and Lady Audley is "tried" by a jury composed only of Sir
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Michael. 14 Robert acts as detective and prosecuting lawyer
as he presents the evidence to his uncle. Therefore, the
spectacle of both a trial and public punishment is avoided.
In looking at the suitability of Lady Audley'Cs
punishment for her crimes, we must turn to Foucault. In
Discipline and Punish, Foucault explains that in the late
eighteenth and the early ni~eteenth century punishment as
spectacle began to disappear:
Punishment, then, will tend to become the most hidden
part of the penal process ... The apportioning of
blame is redistributed: in punishment-as-spectacle a
confused horror spread from the scaffold; it enveloped
both executioner and condemned; and, although it was
always ready to invert the shame inflicted on the
victim into pity or glory, it often turned the legal
violence of the executioner into shame. 1s
Thus, punishment as spectacle often causes a backlash--the
punisher risks having the victim glorified and himself
shamed. Punishment as spectacle generally took the form of
public execution. As the reforms of the late eighteenth
century took hold, the role of the body in punishment
changed too:
The body now serves as an instrument or intermediary:
if one intervenes upon it to imprison it, or to make it
work, it is in order to deprive the individual of a
libeuty that is regarded both as a right and as
property. 16
Foucault ascribes six conditions as the changes in
punishment that occur as reform moves the emphasis from
spectacle to control of the body. Punishment must: be
unarbitrary and conform to the nature of the crime; reduce
the crime's attractiveness; relate the seriousness of the
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crime to the length of punishment; be directed at the
potentially guilty; involve publicity to show public
morality i extinguish the glory of the criminal. 17 When we
apply these six conditions to Lady Audley's "punishment" we
notice that her sentence rejects these criteria. For
example, her punis4ment neither conforms to the nature of
the crime, nor reduces its attractiveness, nor provides
publicity which deters the potentially guilty from
performing the same crimes .18 The effect of the sentence on
Lady Audley is not the primary concern for her punisher.
Additionally, in order for her punishment to have some
effect in deterring other criminals, it must involve an
aspect of spectacle or-publicity. Instead, her punishment
prohibits the information about her crimes and her ability
to deceive the Audley household from being spread to the
public.
Although Lady Audley's punishment rejects these
criteria, it does not conform to the purposes or procedures
of discipline either. For example, Foucault tells us that
the purpose of the carceral chiefs and deputies was to
"produce bodies that were both docile and capable." 19 The
general principles of the carceral included "no imprisonment
'outside the law,' no detention not decided by a qualified
judicial institution, no more of those arbitrary and yet
widespread confinements. ,,20 Although Lady Audley is. made




know that Robert and Sir Michael have neither hopes of
reconditioning Lady Audley to re-enter society as a healed
person, nor do they expect her to be capable of contributing
anything to society during or after a period of confinement.
What Lady Audley's Secret reminds us is that both
punishment and discipline, according to the conditions that
Foucault sets up, by their very'purpose to persuade the
accused individual and other potential criminals not to
commit the crime, -work to maintain the status quo. Robert's
actions, then, suggest that punishment as either spectacle
or discipline, although it intends to perpetuate the status
quo, can act as a detriment to it. For example, simply
making Lady Audley's actions known to the public through
punishment, the fundamental theories of women's roles within
patriarchy could be jeopardized. Knowledge of her actions
would threaten the idea that if women are,_naturally
submissive and weak they should be unable to rebel and
deceive masculine authority. Lady Audley's ability to act
,.c?
as though she has followed social conventions of submission
to authority as she transforms herself from governess to
lady while she is really defying those conventions, poses a
threat to patriarchy in its implications for the role of all
women. Once the story of her temporary triumphs is spread,
the fear that patriarchy is being silently destroyed by
women who pose as submissive becomes a real possibility,
both in the minds of men who fear a threat to patriarchy and
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women who may attempt to contribute to that threat. ~
Audley's Secret, then, offers a way to maintain society's
structure of power through a different type of discipline
and sentencing: by silencing the women who pose a threat to
the dominant forces in society. By silencing Lady Audley,
'the people who support patriarchy have no reason to fear the
collapse of its structure and those who wish to abolish
patriarchy have no model for ways to subvert its power.
In order to avoid spectacle and thus preserve
patriarchy's power, Robert must find a means to justify the
type of silencing he,wishes to impose on Lady Audley. The
vehicle he finds with which to justify her punishment is
confession. The act of confession becomes a medium for the
sentencing Lady Audley receives. Thus, by forcing from her
a confession, in this case a confession of madness, he
obtains both a position of power as the confessQI and an
excuse to remove the confessee from society.
In The History of Sexuality, Foucault explores the role
that confession plays.21 He explains that culture has come
to rely on the confession as a means for both establishing
truth and for signifying the acknowledgment of actions by a
particular person:
The obligation to confess is now relayed through so
many different points, is so deeply ingrained in us,
that we no longer perceive it as the effect of a power
that constrains USi on the contrary, it seems to us
that truth, lodged in our most secret nature, 'demands'
only to surface. 22
For Foucault, confession, as a ritual of discourse, unfolds
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within a power relationship:
For one does not confess without the presence (or
virtual presence) of a partner who is not simply the
interlocutor but the authority who requires the
confession, prescribed and appreciates it, and
intervenes in order to judge, punish, or forgive,
console, and reconcile. 23
This aspect of confession as a site of power is important
for our study of the sentencing of Lady Audley. Lady Audley
confesses because of the power Robert's evidence has over
her, and thus confesses only in the face of patriarchal
threat. Robert warns her:
'Unless you confess what you are and who you are in the
presence of the man you have deceived so long, and
accept from him and from me such mercy as we may be
inclined to extend to you, I will gather together the
witne?ses who shall swear to your identity, and at the
peril of any shame to myself and those I love, I will
bring upon you the just and awful punishment of your
crime. ,24
Lady Audley's confession does not relieve her of a burden
nor does it provide her freedom. Her confession of madness
provides patriarchy with the vehicle that is needed to
discipline, sentence, and silence her. She declares that she
is not powerful and independent--she is insane:
'You have conquered--a MAD WOMAN! . . When you say
that I killed George Talboys, you say the truth. When
you say that I murdered him foully, you lie. I killed
him because I AM MAD! because my intellect is a little
way upon the wrong side of that narrow boundary-line
between sanity and insanity. ,25
Madness is the excuse that Robert needs in order to justify
silencing her rather than putting her on public trial.
For the purposes of this argument, whether or not Lady
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Audley is mad is beside the point. Lady Audley'sLact of
confession does not guarantee that we and Robert Audley are
heari~g the truth or that she even knows the truth about her
sanity. In fact, she knows the roles to play to succeed
within patriarchy and may be continuing to manipulate those
roles, even as she confesses. Robert does not need to
verify the validity of her statements. Instead he can now
use her words to justify her punishment and protect the
patriar~hal order from her threat.
Marion Shaw's discussion of the act of confession in
the context of patriarchy is crucial here. 26 Shaw examines
Foucaul t.' s link between confession and the search for the
truth of sex and draws conclusions about the marginality of
women within the concept of confession. She views
confession as an act that furthers the patriarchy by
providing a link between father and son. She writes:
"Whilst .two men, father and son, keep the confidential
dialogue flowing, even, or particularly, a dialogue of
perversion, the I world scheme I is kept in place. ,,27 In Lilliy.
Audley's Secret that confession acts as a dialogue between
males and serves to keep the world scheme in place. The
very act of confession is an admission of the power of the
force to whom one confesses, qnd therefore confession
reasserts Robert's presence. Shaw further writes: "To
confer meaning is the raison d'etre of confession, a self-
identifying, father-son exchange of cultural values in which
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women serve a marginal purpose. ,,28 Although a woman
confesses in this novel, her actual words about madness play
a marginal role in the act of punishment. What is more
important is the link that her confession provides between
the members of the representative father-son team, Sir
Michael and Robert. The confe'ssion of Lady Audley to Robert
and Sir Michael forces the two men to confess or admit the
existence of her sins to each other. Robert must prove, by
means of this confession, that he is not falsely accusing
his uncle's wife. Once she confesses, the two men are
linked by their knowledge of her admissions.
There is not just one, but four confession scenes in
this novel, however. Confession, or an attempt to elicit
confession, occurs in chapters fifteen, twenty-nine, thirty-
three, and thirty-seven. In Chapter 15, during Robert's
first attempt to evoke a confession, he explains the theory
of circumstantial evidence to her and Lady Audley faints
before she can respond. 29 In Chapter 29, after Robert
gathers more evidence, he takes her into the garden for a
second attempt at illiciting a confession and accuses her of
the murder of George Talboys and of hiding her former
identity which she vehemently denies. 30 The actual scenes
of confession occur in Chapter 33 as Robert forces her to
listen to his growing amount of evidence again and convinces
her that he will prove her guilt whether or not she
confesses. In this chapter, Sir Michael is brought in to
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listen as she divulges the secret of her identity and the
reasons for her actions. 31 Finally, at the maison de sante
in Chapter 37, Lady Audley confesses her attempt to murder
George Talboys. 32
In Robert's second attempt at making Lady Audley
confess, he takes Lady Audley into the garden and lists her
crimes for her, and she flatly denies his accusations. The
only indication that she is feeling anything but calm is
Robert's notice of her suddenly "quickened breathing. ,,33
Robert offers her the chance to confess and tells her that
this confession would enable him to help her: "Unless the
woman I wish to save from degradation and punishment accepts
the mercy I offer her, and takes warning while there is
still time. ,,34 Lady Audley, however, continues to refuse
his offer and denies the story of her life that he recounts.
Instead of confessing, she threatens him with death and
offers him a glimpse at her future excuse of madness:
'You shall never live to do this. I will kill you
first. Why have you tormented me so? Why could you not
let me alone? What harm had I ever done you that you
should make yourself my persecutor, and dog my steps,
and watch my looks, and play the spy upon me? Do you
want to drive me mad? do you know what it is to
wrestle with a mad-woman? ,35
Robert counters with the threat that he will have no pity on
her from this point on and will continue to watch
(surveillel her.
The crucial confession lS offered to Robert when he
accuses her a third time of her crimes. Robert declares
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that Lady Audley is responsible for the fire at Mount
Stanning and tells her that he will forever look on her as
"the demoniac incarnation of some evil principles. ,,36 He
says to her:
'Unless you will confess what you are and who you are
in the presence of the man you have deceived so long,
and accept from him and from me such mercy as we may be
inclined to extend to you, I will gather together the
witnesses who shall swear to your identity, aDd at
peril of any shame to myself and those I love, I will
bring upon you the just and awful punishment of your
crime. 137
Robert seems to admit at this point that if she confesses
she will not be given the "just" or legal punishment she
deserves. Instead, her confession will provide Robert with
the ability to silence and dispose of her, rather than
actually punish her. He implies that he will provide
"mercy" for her if she confesses and admits that by
confessing she will avert the "just" punishment that she
deserves.
Lady Audley finally tells Robert that she will confess
to Sir Michael and declares that he has conquered a mad
woman. She proceeds to describe for the two men her
mother's insanity and her reasons for leaving George
>
Talboys. She says that she must tell the story of her life,
"In order to tell you why I have become the miserable wretch
who has no better hope than to be allowed to run away and
hide in some desolate corner of the earth. ,,38 At this
point, she almost seems to prescribe punishment for herself,
or at least to acknowledge the notion that her removal from
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society is the only way Robert and Sir Michael will see fit
to deal with her.
Robert reali'zes that he must legitimize Lady Audley's
sentence by calling on an authority to support his decision.
Dr. Mosgrave serves that purpose. He is a man who has
"parted with his own individuality and his own passions at
the very outset of his career. ,,39 The description implies
that the doctor will act to preserve society over his own
individuality. Robert knows that Dr. Mosgrove will
certainly act in the best interest of the Audley family.
Dr. Mosgrave perceives Robert's wish that Lady Audley would
be declared mad in order to both remove her from the
responsibility of her actions "and to save the escala'Ildre of
a Chancery suit. ,,40 Robert here reveals his greatest fear
of something worse than a Chancery suit. . a trial for
murder: "How often he awoke, in an agony of shame, from a
vision of a crowded court-house, and his uncle's wife in a
criminal dock, hemmed in on every side by a sea of eager
faces. 41 Thus, we realize for certain that Robert fears p
trial that would probe into the sacred space of Audley
Court. He knows that a trial would bring his family scandal
and publicity.42 He does not wish to bring his private
world.to the scrutiny of the public. 43
Within this conversation, both the doctor and Robert
reveal their willingness to find a solution that would
silence the potential scandal of Lady Audley's actions.
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After Robert has admitted all of his suspicions surrounding
Lady Audley, including the disappearance of George Talboys,
he makes a very important statement to the doctor:
'I will trust you, Dr. Mosgrave. I will confide
entirely in your honor and goodness. I do not ask you
to do any wrong to society; but I ask you to save our
stainless name from degradation and shame, if you can
do so conscientiously.'44' -
It is important to note that Robert does not ask the doctor
to make sure he does no wrong to Lady Audley, but rather he
makes the statement in terms of society. The wording here
is crucial--Robert has moved from wanting to help Lady
Audley to wanting to "do right" in terms of society.
The narrator's subsequent statement repeats Robert's
desire to protect patriarchy from the stain of a spectacle
of punishment:
He implored him to spare the generous old man whose
fatal confidence in a wicked woman had brought much
mistery upon his declining years [italics mine] .45
Note here the contrast between the reference to the "old
man" and the "wicked woman." In this crucial statement by
the narrator, the identity of Sir Michael and Lady Audley
have been abstracted to their corresponding gender. We can
easily associate the reference to the "old man" with the
ancient patriarchal roles and the "wicked woman" with the
attitude that society has toward a woman with power. So, in
essence, Robert is now sparing society from dealing with the
shame or pain of a woman who refuses to conform.
After hearing these statements and meeting with Lady
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Audley, the doctor declares her to have symptoms of "latent
insanity." The more important pronouncement he makes about
her, though is that she is dangerous:
The lady is not mad; but she has the hereditary taint
in her blood. She has the cunning of madness, with the
prudence of intelligence. I will tell you what she is,
Mr. Audley. She is dangerous! 46 .
What we may assume is that he is not referring only to her
.ability to act dangerously toward Sir Michael or Robert, but
also to the threat she poses to society as a whole. Robert
and Sir Michael cannot risk the implications of what the
actions?of a woman who acts in her own best interest, rather
than that of society, would do to the structure they attempt
to maintain. 47 As D.A. Miller maintains:
Lady Audley is mad, then, only because she must TIQt be
a criminal--she must not be capable of acting on her
own diabolical responsibility and hence of publicly
spoiling her assigned role as the conduit of power
transactions between men. 48
Miller continues that "the 'secret' let out at the end of .
the novel is not that she is a madwoman, but whether she is
or not, she must be treated as such". 49 She must be treated
as mad is beoause to announce her as a powerfu~ and
independent woman would subvert her expected role. So,
rather than allow this manipulative woman associated with
the name of Audley, she can be quietly (inconspicuously)
silenced. 50 i/
Lady Audley's final confession occurs after her penalty
has been assigned and she has been moved to the maison de
sante in Belgium. She knows at this point that Sir Michael
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and Robert will not, or cannot, make her confession publ'ic.
She says:
'You see I do not make fear to make my confession to
you for two reasons. The first is that you dare not
use it against me, because you know it would kill your
uncle to see me in a criminal dock; the second is that
the law could pronounce no worse sentence-than this-~a
life-long imprisonment in a madhouse. ,51
In this confession she acknowledges both that she
understands Robert's reasons for removing her from society
and knows that her worst fears have been realized. At this
point she is being permanently detached from the society
that she had successfully manipulated. Robert, as
representative of patriarchy, has effectively silenced her
and kept her from ever threatening the structure again. She
can neither recount her actions to others nor continue her
behavior. She has no power to influence other women to
break from their roles and redefine themselves.
Even Robert's assignment of the name Madame Taylor to
Lady Audley confirms our knowledge of his desire to avoid
r
the spectacle of scandal. He does not want word of her
actions (or her location) to return to England. Thus, he
provides the means for her final silencing: he removes her
ability to name herself and provides an untraceable name for
her. Lady Audley, in that final confession, acknowledges
the terror of being unknown and unable to continue the life
she has created for herself: "'You have brought me to my
grave," Mr. Audley; you have used your power basely and
cruelly, and have brought me to a living grave. ,,,52
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Robert's exit from the maison de sante and his return
to Audley Court produce the finality of the verdict on-Lady
Audley. Her final silencing means that her early triumphs
over patriarchy will reach no woman's ears, and that Robert
has effectively manipulated her confession into a sentence
that will hear no appeal. By avoiding the spectacle of
punishment, through the agency of her confession, Audley
Court and patriarchy will continue to thrive. In the voice
of Robert Audley we hear his hope for the future: "Let
[women] be lawyers, doctors, preachers, teachers, soldiers,
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